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Purpose: To assess the experimental visual performance and dysphotopsia characteristics of the new Tecnis Symfony OptiBlue extended- 
depth-of-focus with violet light-filtering (ZXR00V) intraocular lens (IOL) compared with the colorless Tecnis Symfony (ZXR00) IOL.
Methods: Range of vision was assessed with simulated visual acuity defocus curves, predicted by white light through focus 
modulation transfer function (MTF) measurements. The clinical visual acuity defocus curve of the ZXR00 IOL was used to validate 
the predicted range of vision. Image quality was compared by measuring white light MTF at a spatial frequency of 15 cycles per 
degree (c/deg) for 3 mm and 5 mm pupil diameters with optical powers of 5 D, 20 D, and 34 D using the average corneal eye (ACE) 
model with the average spherical and chromatic aberration of the cataract population. Effects on dysphotopsias were predicted by 
measurement and computer simulation of light scatter (straylight parameter) and subsequent determination of retinal veiling luminance 
(RVL) in vitro. Contrast enhancement under challenging light conditions was calculated based on the effects in RVL.
Results: The simulated visual acuity defocus curves and image quality outcomes were comparable between the ZXR00V and ZXR00 
IOLs. The area under the straylight curve for the straylight parameter showed a 19% improvement in halo performance with ZXR00V 
versus ZXR00. A 12% to 17% reduction in RVL was achieved in favor of ZXR00V over ZXR00, which enhanced contrast vision by 
9% to 13% under challenging light conditions
Conclusion: The violet light-filtering technology and improved manufacturing of ZXR00V delivers a comparable range of vision and 
tolerance to refractive error to ZXR00 while mitigating dysphotopsias and enhancing contrast vision.
Keywords: dysphotopsia profile, presbyopia-correcting IOL, retinal veiling luminance, straylight parameter, violet light-filtering IOL

Introduction
Surgical correction of presbyopia involves a balance between visual quality, range of vision and dysphotopsias. Early 
multifocal intraocular lenses (IOLs) provided excellent near vision but were associated with a high incidence of halos in 
low-light situations, limitations in intermediate vision and loss of contrast sensitivity.1–6 Extended depth-of-focus (EDF) 
IOLs provide a continuous range of vision, with the benefit of lowering incidence rates of halos and other dysphotopsias 
(eg, night glare/flare, halos, starbursts and spider webs),1,5–7 and may be a preferable presbyopia-correcting IOL option in 
patients who want optimal contrast sensitivity in dim lighting.8

Tecnis Symfony EDF IOLs incorporate a diffractive echelette design to increase the range of vision by creating an 
elongated focal point and achromat technology to increase the retinal image contrast by correcting chromatic aberration.1 

Previous studies with the original colorless Tecnis Symfony (model ZXR00) IOL have reported comparable or better 
distance and intermediate visual acuity and relatively low incidence rates of dysphotopsias compared with multifocal 
IOLs.3,7 Nevertheless, some patients still report severe and persistent low-light dysphotopsias and may not be fully 
satisfied with their visual experience.4,7,9 Therefore, it remains important for surgeons to provide proper counseling 
regarding the risks of dysphotopsias prior to implantation.
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The violet light filter of the Tecnis Symfony OptiBlue IOL (model ZXR00V) has a sharp cutoff at 425 nm, thus 
providing the optimal balance between photoreception and photo protection10 and a spectral transmission curve 
approaching that of a healthy crystalline lens of a young adult11 (Figure 1). The ZXR00V IOL is also manufactured 
with a high-resolution lathing process that yields a smoother surface, with the aim to further reduce the rate of 
dysphotopsias (Figure 2). This study assessed the preclinical effects of violet light-filtering and high-resolution lathing 
of the ZXR00V IOL on visual performance and dysphotopsias versus the ZXR00 IOL.

Materials and Methods
The ZXR00V and ZXR00 IOLs (both from Johnson & Johnson Surgical Vision, Inc., Santa Ana CA, USA) are 
diffractive EDF IOLs which have a diffractive echelette pattern on the posterior surface that is designed to elongate 
the focus and provide improved visual acuity at intermediate distances.1 The echelettes have a diffractive achromatic 
component to compensate for the chromatic aberration of the cornea.1 Both models share the same base IOL platform 
with identical mechanical properties, allowing the IOL to be in the same axial position in the capsular bag.

Figure 1 Typical transmission curves of healthy human crystalline lenses at age 30 years and 40–49 years and transmission curves of the violet light-filtering Tecnis Symfony 
OptiBlue (ZXR00V) and the colorless Tecnis Symfony (ZXR00) IOLs. The transmission curves of healthy human crystalline lenses were used with permission and were 
originally published in Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci (2012).

Figure 2 Traditional lathing pattern of the ZXR00 (left) and manufacturing improvements with a high-resolution lathing with the violet light-filtering ZXR00V (right). Images 
have been magnified 100× on a Nomarski microscope.
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Preclinical Visual Performance
The visual performance of the ZXR00V and ZXR00 IOLs was predicted using an ISO standard-compliant average 
corneal eye (ACE) model that reproduces for 6 mm entrance pupil 0.27 μm of spherical aberration (Zernike coefficient c 
[4,0]) and 1 D of longitudinal chromatic aberration in the spectacle plane for the wavelength range 450 nm to 650 
nm.12,13 This dedicated optical setup for the assessment of IOL image quality allowed for the taking of modulation 
transfer function (MTF) measurements at different apertures, spatial frequencies (through-frequency curve) and focal 
planes (through-focus curve). The area under the MTF curve (MTFa) was summed from a spatial frequency of 1 cycle 
per millimeter (c/mm) to 50 c/mm for a 20 D IOL and 3 mm pupil diameter for a defocus range from +0.5 D to −3.5 D in 
0.5 D steps.14 The obtained through-focus MTFa was then used to predict the visual acuity defocus curve and to assess 
the range of vision.

The image visual-quality of the ZXR00V and ZXR00 IOLs was assessed by measuring white-light MTF for optical 
powers of 5 D, 20 D, and 34 D using pupil aperture diameters of 2 mm, 3 mm and 5 mm at a spatial frequency of 15 
cycles per degree (c/deg), equivalent to 50 c/mm with a 20 D IOL.14 For the assessment of tolerance to refractive error, 
both the defocus curve and MTF level were assessed. For each model, 10 individual lenses were measured for each 
power, yielding a total of 30 measurements per model per pupil diameter. The mean and standard deviation of the 
individual measurements were calculated for each IOL model. The simulated defocus curves based on 3 mm pupil white- 
light MTFa measurements for ZXR00V and ZXR00 were then compared to clinical visual acuity defocus curve of 
ZXR00.1

Preclinical Assessment of Dysphotopsias
The effect of violet light-filtering and manufacturing improvements of ZXR00V versus ZXR00 on preclinical assessment 
of dysphotopsias was determined by in vitro measurements and computer simulation models of light scatter.

The straylight parameter15 was calculated by in vitro assessment of halos using a model eye with realistic eye 
dimensions with a 4-mm aperture, a cornea exhibiting the average spherical and chromatic aberration, a CCD 
detector and a fiber with 2 mm diameter powered by a xenon car headlight placed approximately 2.8 m on-axis in 
front of the model eye.16 This setup is able to discriminate performance of monofocal, multifocal and extended 
range of vision IOL lenses as shown by the intensity recordings in Figure 8 from Weeber et al16 using a small 
extended light source. Halos were assessed by measuring the radial intensity profiles for the ZXR00V and ZXR00 
IOLs. A total of 32 individual images tested at different shutter times were recorded for each IOL model, resulting in 
high-dynamic-range halo images with more than seven decades of intensity. Three of these images were recorded for 
each IOL, and the mean radial intensity profiles were averaged up to 1 degree and multiplied by the square of the 
field angle to obtain the straylight parameter. The total intensity across the full field of 1 degree was used as 
normalization and the area under the curve for the straylight parameter was used to compare the outcomes for 
ZXR00V versus ZXR00.

A computer simulation study using MATLAB software (MathWorks Inc., USA) was also performed, and radial 
intensity profiles were determined using the same theoretical corneal eye model used in the in vitro assessment.17 The 
geometrical shape of the IOLs was modelled including the echelette profiles. Wavefront propagation calculation 
assured that the induced phase by the echelettes was included to calculate the radial intensity. The eye model is 
based on realistic eye dimensions and a uniform lighting source and the photopic sensitivity of the eye was used to 
calculate the straylight parameter for the ZXR00V and ZXR00 IOLs. Pupil sizes used for the study ranged from 3 to 
5 mm, and angular size of the extended light source ranged from 0.7 to 2.40 arcminute. The straylight level of 
a healthy crystalline lens calculated from the standard glare observer15,18 was used as a threshold level. The area 
between the simulated straylight parameter for the ZXR00V and ZXR00 IOLs and the threshold curve of the crystalline 
lens was used as basis for comparison.

Effect of Reduction of Retinal Veiling Luminance on Contrast
Integration of the straylight parameter over an angular range was used to calculate the potential reduction in retinal 
veiling luminance (RVL)19 with ZXR00V versus ZXR00. Under challenging light conditions, such as night driving with 
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low road luminance and an oncoming car with intense headlights, the relative contrast enhancement was calculated for 
the scenario of a pedestrian crossing the road, as would be predicted to be observed by a pseudophakic patient implanted 
with either the ZXR00V or ZXR00 IOLs. The contrast is defined as the difference of the luminance target (pedestrian, Lt) 
and background luminance (road, Lb) divided by sum of luminance background and RVL as per the following equation:

Pedestrian luminance of 2 cd/m2 and 5 cd/m2 and road luminance ranging between 0.2 and 1 cd.m2 were chosen as 
realistic values for challenging light conditions at night.20

Results
Preclinical Visual Performance
Visual performance between the ZXR00V and ZXR00 IOLs was consistent and comparable across all pupil diameters 
and lens powers. Optical bench testing in the ACE model resulted in the same MTF at 15 c/deg for the ZXR00V and 
ZXR00 IOLs (Figure 3). The simulated visual acuity defocus curves were based on MTFa data and were comparable 
between ZXR00V and ZXR00 (Figure 4). The defocus curves predicted by MTFa were representative of clinical 
performance, as evidenced by the good approximation of the predicted values to the average value of visual acuity 
obtained in the clinical study.1 Based on these defocus curves and identical MTF levels across pupil diameter and optical 
powers, it is expected that ZXR00V will deliver the same through-focus visual acuity performance as ZXR00 for all 
pupil sizes between 5 D and 34 D. Consequently, the same range of vision and tolerance to refractive error between the 
two IOLs would be expected in the clinical setting.

Preclinical Assessment of Dysphotopsias
Analysis of the area under the curve for the straylight parameter by the experimental in vitro study showed a 19% 
improvement in straylight performance with ZXR00V versus ZXR00. The computer simulation study showed a straylight 
improvement of 7% to 11% in favor of ZXR00V over ZXR00, depending on the extent of the light source and eye pupil 
diameter. An increase in the extent of light source and a decrease in pupil size lowers both area under straylight 
parameter and retinal veiling luminance for both IOL models. Based on both the experimental and simulation results, the 
predicted reduction in RVL ranged from 12% to 17% in favor of ZXR00V versus ZXR00.

Figure 3 White-light modulation transfer function (mean and standard deviation) at a spatial frequency of 15 c/deg for the ZXR00V and ZXR00 intraocular lenses for pupil 
aperture diameters of 2 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm.
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The night driving scene with a crossing pedestrian in front of an oncoming car is shown as observed by 
a pseudophakic patient (Figure 5). This traffic scenario has a high dynamic range because of the intense car headlight 
relative to the low road luminance and the image could not be displayed in actual levels of light intensity but as an 
illustration of the observed traffic situation. The enhancement in visibility of the crossing pedestrian was calculated using 
the contrast formula for 2 cd/m2 and 5 cd/m2 of pedestrian luminance and for 2 cd/m2 of RVL for ZXR00 and 1.7 cd/m2 

Figure 4 Simulated visual acuity defocus curve based on 3 mm pupil white-light modulation transfer function area measurements for ZXR00V and ZXR00 and the clinical 
visual acuity defocus curve of the ZXR00.1 The simulated defocus curve of ZXR00 is not visualized when it overlaps with the simulated defocus curve of ZXR00V.

Figure 5 Contrast assessment in a night driving scenario with low road luminance (L road), a pedestrian with a luminance level of 2 cd/m2 or 5 cd/m2 (L pedestrian) crossing 
the road, and an oncoming car with intense headlights. The retinal veiling luminance (RVL) is determined by the strength of glare source, angular location (headlight of the 
oncoming car), and IOL model in the case of a pseudophakic patient observing the traffic scenario.
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for ZXR00V (representing a 15% reduction) for road luminance ranging from 0.2 to 1 cd/m2 (Figure 6). The reduction in 
RVL provided by violet light filtering and high-definition lathing enhances contrast vision under challenging light 
conditions by 9% to 13%.

Discussion
Characterizing the preclinical visual performance profiles of new EDF and other presbyopia-correcting IOLs is a useful 
exercise that could influence IOL selection in the clinical setting. Optical bench testing through MTF metrics offers 
a high correlation with clinical measurements of visual acuity defocus.14 In this study, the preclinical assessment of the 
ZXR00V IOL demonstrated similar through-focus visual acuity performance versus the colorless (ultraviolet-light- 
filtering) ZXR00 IOL. The white-light MTF level for 2 mm, 3 mm, and 5 mm pupil diameters were almost identical 
between ZXR00V and ZXR00, indicating that the range of vision and tolerance to refractive error are comparable 
between the two IOL models. These findings provide preclinical evidence to support ZXR00V and ZXR00 having 
equivalent visual performance.

Violet light-filtering IOLs that continue to transmit blue light have been shown to deliver equivalent color perception 
along with improved patient satisfaction in day and night vision versus colorless IOLs that only block ultraviolet 
light.21,22 Blue light is crucial to scotopic and mesopic vision, as well as playing an important role in human circadian 
rhythms.22,23 Blue light transmission to the eye reduces with age and may reduce the ability to walk on uneven surfaces 
in dimly lit environments, increasing the risk of falls in older adults.22,24–26 Violet light-filtering IOLs block the 
transmission of wavelengths in the range of 380 nm to 460 nm but continue to transmit blue light (which is in the 
range of 460 nm to 500 nm), offering better scotopic and melanopsin photoreception than blue light-filtering IOLs.10,22 

Although shallow cut-off filters induce variations in the transmission characteristics across the IOL power range, the 
sharp cut-off of the OptiBlue violet light filter (Figure 1) provides consistent transmission characteristics across the entire 
IOL power range despite the variation in IOL thickness.10

Violet light-filtering IOLs may additionally reduce the light scatter that manifests clinically as dysphotopsias (ie, 
halos, night glare, starbursts and spiderwebs),22 one of the leading causes of patient dissatisfaction following IOL 
implantation.27 In this study, the area under the straylight curve for the ZXR00V IOL demonstrated improved straylight 
performance versus the ZXR00 IOL and consequently reduced veiling luminance irrespective of the glare source size, 
glare source type and eye pupil diameter. Both IOL models showed a decrease in both area under straylight parameter 
and retinal veiling luminance for a decreasing pupil diameter due to a lower density of echelettes in the center of the 
optic. The decrease for an increasing extent of the light source is due to a decreased normalized light intensity 
distribution at the retinal plane. Based on both the in vitro and simulation results, a reduction of RVL ranging from 
12% to 17% could be achieved in favor of ZXR00V versus ZXR00, and the reduction in RVL observed with ZXR00V 
enhanced contrast vision by 9% to 13% under challenging light conditions. Even if the pedestrian in the night-driving 

Figure 6 Pedestrian contrast for pedestrian luminance of (A) 2 cd/m2 and (B) 5 cd/m2 versus road luminance; figure shows the contrast enhancement of ZXR00V versus 
ZXR00 under challenging light conditions.
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scenario chose to increase their safety by increasing their luminance from 2 cd/m2 to 5 cd/m2 or more (eg, by the use of 
reflective safety clothing), the contrast enhancement results are still valid. Violet light filtering does not reduce white light 
MTF outcomes because of the low spectral sensitivity for violet light while it does reduce intraocular light scatter more 
than colorless IOLs because light scatter behaves reciprocal with wavelength to the fourth power. This means that violet 
light scatters more than red light.22 A study comparing spectacle wearers with a clear filter versus a violet light filter 
(cutoff at 426 nm) found preference and visual performance improvements under glare conditions in favor of the violet 
light filter due reduced intraocular scatter.28 The manufacturing improvement provides a smoother and higher defined 
surface profile which results in lower small angle and wide angle light scatter.29 It is known that light scatter influences 
dysphotopsia but it also manifests changes in absolute and contrast detection thresholds.30

These results suggest that the OptiBlue violet light-filtering technology and manufacturing improvements in the 
Tecnis Symfony ZXR00V are likely to further mitigate dysphotopsias versus ZXR00 by reducing light scatter and 
enhancing contrast vision under challenging light conditions.

A strength of this study is that the preclinical assessments of visual performance have previously been demonstrated to 
predict visual acuity and range of vision in the clinical setting;14 however, one limitation is that the straylight measurements 
and simulations used to predict dysphotopsias have not yet been validated. Despite the lack of validation data, we believe the 
preclinical data generated in this study may be useful in predicting the dysphotopsia profiles experienced by patients 
implanted with these IOLs. Indeed, early clinical findings with the violet light-filtering ZXR00V support the preclinical 
findings of this study, with a lower proportion of patients reporting dysphotopsia complaints compared to patients implanted 
with colorless ZXR00 lenses (manuscript in preparation). In a separate study with monofocal IOLs, a higher proportion of 
patients implanted with a violet light-filtering monofocal IOL (ZV9003) reported no difficulty when driving during the day31 

and at night21 compared with patients implanted with a colorless monofocal IOL (ZA9003).

Conclusions
This study provided preclinical evidence that the violet light-filtering technology and improved manufacturing of the 
EDF Tecnis Symfony OptiBlue IOL (model ZXR00V) provided a range of vision and tolerance to refractive error that 
was comparable to the colorless Tecnis Symfony IOL (model ZXR00), while mitigating dysphotopsias and enhancing 
contrast vision. Clinical studies of ZXR00V are underway to confirm these observations.

Abbreviations
ACE, average corneal eye; EDF, extended depth-of-focus; IOL, intraocular lens; Lb, background luminance; Lt, 
luminance target; MTF, modulation transfer function; MTFa, area under the modulation transfer function curve; RVL, 
retinal veiling luminance.
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